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with kawaks, you don't have to worry about roms either. i cover this in the introduction below.
however, there is an emulator that supports both the pc and mac. it's called retroarch. retroarch
claims to be the one-stop-shopping emulator for pc and macs. retroarch is available for windows,

macos, and linux. it also has a free (or very low-cost) retroarch-pi core. however, i wouldn't
recommend using the retroarch-pi core unless you just want to run the games and don't need the

gameplay control, or audio, or save file functionality. more than likely, you'll need to place the
retroarch-pi core in a separate folder from the kawaks. doing so won't prevent kawaks from saving
files. it's just best to keep them separate. in addition to that, retroarch claims to be a "native" (on
mac) or "embedded" (on windows) emulator. at the time of this writing, retroarch doesn't support

the playstation. the core does support the playstation, though. ghosts' most expensive games, along
with many others, are known to be troublesome in emulation. as far as i know, neither retroarch nor
any other emulator is 100% perfect, and if ghosts' games are truly problematic, retroarch isn't any
better. ghosts uses a "little-endian" rom format. this means that, though the game's byte order is

"little endian", the roms tend to have the least important, low-frequency data, like audio samples, in
the first half of the file. for this reason, when emulating a game like this, the emulator has to read
bits from the end of a file, re-arrange the data, and then read the audio bits from the beginning of

the file.
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"zu the world's cutest
zombie!". this is a german
game that was originally

released on the commodore
amiga in 1991. it's a first

person shooter, where you
must fire many projectiles at
your opponents to kill them.
the whole adventure can be

completed with only a
sword, an axe, and some

grenades. it's a game full of
violence, so, don't play if

you're easily offended. even
though this game is not
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even half an hour long, the
gameplay is really difficult if
you don't know the enemies'
patterns and locations. each
time you're knocked down,
you'll lose a life. although

you can only carry one piece
of ammunition, the bullets

are deadly. when your
health runs out, the game

will end. looking at the
whole game, it doesn't seem
like you can expect to find a
challenging game. the game
runs slow and can be a bit
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tricky. however, the
gameplay is not bad, and
the storyline is amusing.

even though the gameplay
is a bit simple, it's a good
game to play when you
need to relax. with this

game, you can decide your
own destiny with a team of

80 people to save the world.
there's no one else you can

run to for help. unlike
previous games, there are

no playable options between
the two maps. just like the
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"no more heroes", this game
was a collaborative effort
with a bunch of famous
japanese anime voice

actors. together with this
game, they also created

"the legend of white tiger",
"ramen jungle", "aquarium",

and "chrome shelled
regiosaurus". the game's

plot is based on the lives of
roman soldiers. it's a game

that requires a lot of
strategy and fighting, unlike

many other games in this
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